Join the team that’s making a difference in women’s personal and professional development

Policy Circle Connectors inspire women to take their policy engagement to the next level by creating their own Policy Circles.

Connectors have the power to change women’s lives by encouraging them to pause, go beyond the headlines, and develop their leadership abilities. As an influencer, you are the springboard that enables women to take the first step in becoming knowledgeable and engaged in the public policy issues facing our communities.

How Does It Work?

You recommend potential Circle Leaders to The Policy Circle through a personalized landing page that we will setup specifically for you. This streamlined approach makes it easy for you to introduce The Policy Circle, whether you’re on the road or at a public meeting.

Your personal page will have downloadable factsheets, shareable videos, talking points, graphics, social media information and more. It’s a terrific way to spread the word about The Policy Circle, as we have had new circles come on board from these efforts!

Program Features and Why You Should Consider Joining

Connectors have access to The Policy Circle’s membership portal via the “Connectors Circle.” This means you can interact directly with other Connectors and post information and events to other women in our nation-wide network.

Periodically, you will be invited to join a call with The Policy Circle team, which is exclusive to Connectors. Additionally, you will be invited to join a national network of women at The Policy Circle’s Annual Summit. The Policy Circle recognizes our star Connectors through special initiatives such as our Connector Award, which is presented annually.

Interested in Joining?

Contact Nicole Cline at ncline@thepolicycircle.org.